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Gucci Padlock bags  in python
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Fashion group Kering and its research collaborators within the Python Conservation Partnership have found that
wild harvesting and farming of pythons is ecologically sustainable and economically beneficial to local
communities.

Along with the International Trade Center and the Boa and Python Specialist Group of the International Union for
Conservation of Nature, Kering released the results of three years of scientific study on python farming in South-East
Asia. The reports published mark the end of the PCP's research phase and will be followed by technical guidelines
and documents for animal welfare.

Snaking the findings
The PCP was created in 2013 to measure the socio-economic benefits of python farming, its  economic sustainability
and the environmental impact of the practice. The partnership's debut report from 2014 covered the practicality of
farming pythons.

With 300,000 pythons harvested from Indonesia and Malaysia each year, there were concerns about the
sustainability of the practice. In 2002, the European Union banned imports of python skin from Malaysia, citing
concerns about animal conservation from the wild harvest, but Malaysia has continued to export to other Asian
nations.

In addition to its research, the PCP has trained those in the python trade and has worked to implement better
traceability of skins.

The most recent reports presented at the Conference of the Parties to CITES in Johannesburg, South Africa on Sept.
25 found that wild harvesting of pythons in Sumatra, Indonesia is ecologically sustainable, with a sustainable trade
helped by creating size limits and monitoring the harvest.
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Balenciaga Papier Zip Around in python

For Malaysia and Vietnam, wild harvesting and farming of pythons helped impoverished households diversify their
earnings, thereby reducing their need and making their income more sustainable. About 1,000 households in
Vietnam breed or harvest pythons, exporting the skins for use in luxury goods or musical instrument construction.

Kering will test the PCP guidelines within its own supply chain before the partnership releases its advice to others.
Starting in 2017, PCP is planning to include other stakeholders in its alliance, allowing the group to make greater
change.

"The PCP is an excellent example of new and multi-disciplinary collaborative models driving real, positive change
towards sustainability," said Marie-Claire Daveu, chief sustainability officer and head of international institutional
affairs at Kering in a statement. "Information and transparency in the python trade was lacking and we all required
more guidance to ensure a robust and sustainable trade.

"After 3 years of research we are very pleased to open-source the results of this important new research with ITC and
IUCN," she said. "We are confident that this will improve the trade and Kering is proud to support the expert
recommendations in our supply chains."
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